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tandem
Modular seat units

DESIGN 

by Fixtures Furniture Design Group

CONSTRUCTION

BOLA: see pages 104 for seat, back and frame construction information

TANDEM RAILS: 2" x 12 gauge steel tube legs.  2" x 3" steel box cross beam.

ARMS: Full loop arm.  Available in textured thermoplastic only.

TABLET: 1" diameter, 12 gauge steel tube frame. Three-ply construction with high-pressure laminate top surface, 5/8" thick 
high-density particle board core with moisture resistant backing and 3/4" bumper-T edge molding.  Table surface 
available in seven color with coordinating edge.

PEDESTAL MOUNT: 3" diameter, 14 gauge steel tube base. Mounting plate 7 gauge die-cut steel welded to steel tube.   
Optional swivel or return swivel mechanisms available. 
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Please refer to online price guide for most up-to-date information. 

tandem seat units

BOLA

BOLA: OW 21" OH 31" OD 22" SH 17" WT 17 lb UPHOLSTERED: SH +1"    OH +3" conference back WT +15 lb 

EXAMPLE:                                                      

tandem specification & pricing

R56442 bola upholstered $397
grade 1 momentum, origin, euro + $0
P10 black frame finish + $0
  total = $397

 1: SELECT TANDEM                             

prices shown are list (prices are for fabric 
grade 1 and COM; see “select seat & back 
finish” for additional fabric grades and prices)

upholstered seat unit, select model 
R56442 bola $397
R56448 bola, conference back $478 

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                        

for all models, select as needed; add options 
prices to chair model price

AX 1” extra foam for seat + $15 
FS fabric shield stain + $14 
CA CAL 133 fire retardant process + $43 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 3: SELECT SEAT & BACK FINISH 
 
for upholstered models 
 COM/fabric grade 1 
 fabric grade 2 $45 
 fabric grade 3 $90 
 fabric grade 4 $135 
 fabric grade 5 $180

 4: SELECT FRAME FINISH                

for all models, select metal; (will match seat rail 
finish unless specified)

P06 silver
P07 white 
P08 oatmeal
P09 charcoal 
P10 black 
P54 mirror  +$22

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

AX 1” extra foam for seat + $15
FS fabric shield;  + $14
 stain resistant finish, 
 available on upholstered models

CA CAL 133 fire retardant process $43

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 
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EXAMPLE:                                                      

tandem rail specification & pricing

R56022 2 seat rail $543
P10 black rail finish + $0 

  total = $543

 1: SELECT TANDEM                       

prices shown are list 

rails and accessories for tandem seat units, 
select model

R56022 rail, 2 seat $543
R56023 rail, 3 seat $697 
R56024 rail, 4 seat $854 
R56025 rail, 5 seat $1,009
R56026 rail, 6 seat $1,162 
R56027 rail, 2 seat modular $308 
R56030 pedestal mount, single position  $93 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                        

for all models, select as needed; add all         
option prices to tandem model price 

XB back to back adapter + $0 
XF floor attachment kit + $0 
XW wall saver foot option + $0
SR return swivel + $0 
SV 360° swivel + $0
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3: SELECT RAIL OR PEDESTAL   
 MOUNT FINISH
P06  silver 
P07  white 
P08  oatmeal
P09  charcoal 
P10  black

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

XB back to back adapter;  + $0
 black-T only
XF floor attachment kit;  + $0 

black-T only

XW wall saver attachment;  + $0
 converts rails to wallsavers 

(not field installable) 

SR swivel, return + $0
SV swivel, 360° + $0

tandem rail

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 
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 1: SELECT ACCESSORIES               

for all models, select as needed; add acces-
sories prices to seat unit price

R56781 tablet, 13" x 20", right $158
R56782 tablet, 13" x 20", left  $158
R56785 tablet, 10" x 14", right $158
R56786 tablet, 10" x 14", left $158
R56770 loop arm $80
R56790 intermediate table $328
R56792 corner table     $856

 2: SELECT OPTIONS 

select as needed; add option price to acces-
sory price

OS oversized tablet + $22

 3: SELECT TABLE TOP FINISH                      
for table models, select laminate

core solids:
LAS black  
LBT dover white  
LDM pearl  
LB4 folkstone  
LDQ platinum
LCB earth 
LDA citadel 
LCD  graphite
 
classic wood grains:
LTS fusion maple  
LSV monticello maple  
LS2 huntington maple  
LXW wild cherry  
LS4 versailles anigre
LTW empire mahogany 
LVK montana walnut 
LT6  hemlock
 
classic patterns:
LXR white nebula  
LT7 grey nebula  
LT0 graphite nebula  
LRC pewter mesh  
LRP grey mesh
LRQ sheer mesh 
LRT steel mesh 
LRZ  gilded mesh

evolving (woodgrain/markerboard):
LCG millennium oak  
LCC smokey brown pear  
LCR oiled walnut  
LCT zebrano  
LCX chestnut woodline
LCY dunewood 

 

 4: SELECT EDGE                               

for solid or other laminate table models, 
select vinyl edge

V37 black  
V35 graphite  
V36 citadel  
V39 earth  
 

 5: SELECT TABLET FINISH

for tablet models, select laminate;  
(vinyl edge will coordinate with tablet finish)

LAS black  
LBT dover white  
LDM pearl  
LB4 folkstone  
LDQ platinum
LCB earth 
LDA citadel  
LCD graphite 
 

 6: SELECT TABLET EDGE 

V37 black  
V35 graphite  
V36 citadel  
V39 earth  

  
 
 
 

  

TABLET LOOP ARM PEDESTAL MOUNT CORNER TABLE INTERMEDIATE TABLE                       

CORNER TABLE:  OW 38"   OD 38" OH 18" WT 31 lb 
INTERMEDIATE TABLE: OW 20" OD 20" OH 18"   WT 31 lb

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

OS oversized tablet  + $22
 (only available on models 
 56781 and 56782)

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 

tandem accessories
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1. Specify the number of seats per tandem unit, and the model 
numbers of the seats, specify the rail model number based on 
the number of seats.

2. Arms and tablet arms are attached directly to the tandem beam, 
and are specified independent of the seats. For Example:

This would describe a  
3-seat tandem with three  
Bola Conference seats  
and arms at the ends  
and between each seat.

  3 ea. 56448 Seat 
  4 ea. 56770 Arm 
  1 ea. 56023 Rail

3. The corner table may not be positioned at the end of a 
tandem unit, and requires a straight run of at least two seats on 
either side. For Example:

  This would describe a corner  
  arrangement of two 2-seat rails  
  with Albi seats, and a corner table. 
 
 
4. Intermediate tables, 56790 can be substituted  
in any seat position. For example:

This would be a 2-seat  
unit with two upholstered  
Bola seats flanking an  
intermediate table.  2 ea. 56442 Seat 
   1 ea. 56790 Table 
   1 ea. 56023 Rail

See Tandem Accessories, page 59, for information on ordering 
Corner and Intermediate Tables, Tablets, and Rails.

5. For straight tandems longer than 6 seats, use the 2-seat 
module between 2 complete tandem rail units.

6. The Fixtures tandem system is extremely flexible and will 
adapt to virtually any layout. Layout and specification assistance 
is available at no charge, call toll free 800/821-3500. Many 
applications may require custom details, or special sizes or 
shapes; we would like to work with you to provide suitable 
solutions to meet those needs.

Single Position Pedestal Mounts
Single position pedestal mounts for tandem seats are available. 
The pedestal is a fixed unit. The -SR and -SV are a return swivel 
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56030 pedestal. The 56781 and 56785 flip-up tablets may also 
be used with these mounts. For example:

 
56442-56030, SR 
This would be an Bola Upholstered Seat on a 56442-56030, SR 
swivel return and a pedestal.

 

tandem ordering guide
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tandem dimension guide

TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS
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